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 � e standard line pro� le is a 
mirror without lighting.
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Sandblasted mirror 
with LED backlight
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All of our mirror profi les that 
are shown are availiable with or 
without LED lighti ng

� e Standard + S pro� le is perfect 
for smaller spaces. Featuring a classic 
mirror with glass shelf in an aluminum 
frame, creating a sense of elegance and 
functionality. 



classic 
 

STANDING MIRROR
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QUALITY
� e Classic pro� le displaying 
a single border � ush against 
the edge of the aluminum 
frame. Creating a very simple 
and clean style.
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Sandblasted mirror with LED 
backlight
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Free standing full length mir-
ror with aluminum frame.
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simple
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With the simple line design, you have the 
option of blasting one or two parallel strips 
vertically or horizontally with back light
LED Power Supply and optional power 
switch.

Sandblasted mirror 
with LED backlight



� e Simple pro� le features two bands placed 
on opposite ends of the mirror horizontally or 
vertically.

Two borders sandblasted with 
LED backlight

double
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� e Double Line pro� le includes a double border with an 
aluminum frame. Creating a polished and sophisticated 
look.



Sandblasting two egual lines around 
border with an LED backlight pisa

� e Pisa pro� le showcases a single banded border, 
available with the option to mount hinges on the side, 
creating a versatile door front.
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Sandblasting two egual lines around 
border with an LED backlight



led

3d
Sandblasted mirror with LED
backlight

� e 3D line pro� le creates an add-
ed dimension using ascending size 
variations. � is pro� le can add an 
artistic � are to any room.
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